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Black Range Track 
29 June 2013 

 

 
Nine vehicles, eighteen participants and a magnificent sunny day.  

We met at Apco servo in Wang for a 9 am start and with those numbers (we were still 3 vehicles down from 

those that booked a berth) we headed off in convoy toward Whitfield - what a sight. At Whitfield we aired 

down and waited for any stragglers meeting us there. Then back to Gentle Annie turn off and straight into the 

Black Range Track (BRT). 

 

Good rocky track all the way so no problems with mud this time around - thank goodness. Arrived at Smalls 

Track for a right hand turn which plummeted down the side of the Black 

Range for 10 km or so, this is a spectacular little drive - a  good  ‘cut  and 

run’  track  if  you  need  one  (last  time  I  was  there  it  was  our  out,  cause  huge  
trees had blocked our forward motion) we drove to the end, pointed the 

way to the bitumen, regrouped and back up we went - a great drive. Back 

onto BRT we continued savouring the fabulous views from the ridge 

through a thin line of gums separating us and the valley below. Next 

offshoot took us down Carsons Track where the promised old turquoise 

mine is situated. Alas! even on my recce the previous week I couldn't find 

the mine. It's down about 250 ft over the edge of this beautiful steep and 

windy track - maybe next time. Continued down to the power lines to 

regroup only to find Dammo's Tojo alternator was not charging very well.  

 

These 2 off shoot tracks and indeed the BRT itself is a great drive even if you're 

on your own - which can't be said all that often of high country tracks, so by 

covering them all in this trip, the ways open for the guys and girls to return for a 

family drive any time. Back up we go again and onto the BRT again following it 

by sign post as from here on there's quite a few offshoots to pass by. We 

farewelled Damo, little Tom and Steve at this point as they nursed the alternator 

back home - good choice Damo. 

I had planned to return back partially along the BRT and take a different track 

down into the opposite valley we'd been investigating - however the dreaded 

'track closed sign' was found lying flat on the track as we passed by, so that was 

now out of the question so looked at a few alternatives to fill in some time before 
we reached Lake Buffalo. Investigated a supposed hut on the map - mmm must 

have burnt down so a beautiful spot for lunch anyway. Then off towards the lake 

via a little known hill climb a few kms away. 
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Well what a ripper! We entered the hill as we were in 

convoy  sequence.  Tom,  ‘our  sacrificial  lamb’  up  first  to  
see if all was OK. He said come on up and that's exactly 

what  we  did.  Aided  by  the  “hand  helds”,  one  after  the  next  
we  poked  their  way  up  till  it  was  Keith’s  turn  in  his  
mighty Mitsubishi Challenger complete with road rubber 

albeit pressure reduced. First effort not so good, so we 

lowered the pressure a bit more and let another vehicle or 

2 up in front of him, with pressures now looking like a 

drag car on the starting line he clawed his way to the top 

with  minimal  problems.  Keith  Holland,  ‘hero'  of  the  day  
and one very proud Challenger owner. Man! How good 

are  today’s  4wdrives?  When  he  got  to  the  top,  face  flushed  a  little  reddish  but  with  a  huge  grin,  it  was  pointed  
out that every vehicle before him either had one or 2 lockers some also with traction control - a great effort 

mate, driving really well. 

 

 Once we were all up, some had a few goes to preserve their vehicles, we were off again downhill   now to 

Lake Buffalo which is quite low in water, ready for the winter rains no doubt. Checked in with the convoy - 

all happy to continue the other side of the lake for an hour or so before we called it a day. Yes we found some 

mud again, not on the hills but on the flats which in the main didn't create a problem, well except for Tim in 

his Pajero on steroids, maybe not steroids just vitamins. If there's a hole to be found Tim has a natural ability 

to locate it, he was real lucky Burky had his number and pulled him out a few times. Great place for a play if 

you want to spend 4 hours cleaning you rig. 

  

Frank in his brand new and extensively modded V8 Toyota twin cab - what a beautiful sound - together with 

his 2 boys Henry, Harley & overseas friend Nelson, watched the antics and decided along with Terry Dillon & 

myself, David & young Tom to call it a day, while 'Hero' Keith, Tim, Brett in his new FJ Cruiser, Tom & Zoe 

and Burky & Kate stayed a little while - to pull Tim out again no doubt - and then made camp for the harder 

day that was planned for the next day. After dinner Burky & Kate bid the group farewell for another 

appointment with Keith leaving in the morning after breakfast. A great day out - lots of participants and loads 

of fun and for some of us a warm bed at the end of it.  Thanks all for making it a great day.  

For those that couldn't make it this time - another day out shortly. 

 

dj. 

 

                          Trip Report Saturday 1st June Lake William Hovell and surrounds.  

 

1st day of winter Duurrr! Plenty of rain on the day and the day before turned this fantastic easy to medium 

track into an extreme adventure for the 10 vehicles that met at the APCO servo in Wangaratta. 

We left right on time with 2 of the group detouring to do just a little maintenance before the drive, catching us 

up as we entered Whitfield and picked up our 11th vehicle. 

 

We headed for Lake William Hovell's car park for the crew to air down and before giving final instructions 

for the drive up the ridge to Tomahawk Hut, I and the 2IC backtracked to test out the depth of the water 

crossing on the King River. I had planned to cross at the conclusion of our drive before hitting the bitumen. It 

was fine, not much extra water entering the river so far! So should be OK in 2 or 3 hours. 

 

After a steady drive around the lake, I led the way up hill towards Tomahawk Hut - on the way, viewing the 

area we had camped just a couple of weeks earlier now inundated with water and forming part of the Lake 

proper - with 2IC Burky right behind me followed slowly by the crew with Tom as centre man and Tim as 
TEC. Within a km of the base the uphills were getting just passable using 'generous' amounts of momentum. It 

was time to look for a car park and wait for my 2IC to consider our options. 

 


